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ABSTRACT
Indonesia is a country with a living legal pluralism tradition. Currently in Indonesia’s rural areas, land conflicts in adat/customary law areas seem to grow as pressures on land intensify, and adat law seems to be more prominent than national law in solving disputes in these areas. This seminar aims to depict the challenges and benefits of having legal pluralism in adat-related land conflict resolutions, through three inquiries. The first inquiry attempts to determine the existence of legal pluralism in adat land conflict in the area under study. Through case studies, the research presents a portrayal of adat land conflicts and their forum for choice of law in the context of legal pluralism in the study areas. The second inquiry compares legal pluralism in East Nusa Tenggara (Indonesian: Nusa Tenggara Timur – NTT) to legal pluralism in Norway – the Sami people – and New Zealand – the Maoris – in order to get a more complete understanding of legal pluralism in customary land issues. The comparative analysis will show similarities and differences in legal pluralism in Norway and New Zealand in comparison to the study areas. The third inquiry summarises the research and describes the challenges and benefits of having legal pluralism in adat land conflict resolution. This is done through combining and contrasting the answers from the first and second findings with the current scholarship on legal pluralism.

The research is an empirical and normative study, using first-hand data collected from the study areas, jurisprudence, statutes and regulations, as well as literature research through books, journals, web media sources. All data are triangulated and analysed carefully and integrated in this seminar, including the case studies. It is hoped that the results from this research will enrich the discourse on legal pluralism in conflict resolution, and convey new inputs to adat land conflict resolution’s choice of legal forum (choice of jurisdiction).
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